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Abstract
The real-time implementation of periodic controllers requires solving a co-design problem, in which
the choice of the controller sampling period is a crucial element. Classic design techniques limit the
period exploration to safe values, that guarantee the correct execution of the controller alongside the
remaining real-time load, i.e., ensuring that the controller worst-case response time does not exceed
its deadline. This paper presents DMAC: the first formally-grounded controller design strategy that
explores shorter periods, thus explicitly taking into account the possibility of missing deadlines. The
design leverages information about the probability that specific sub-sequences of deadline misses
are experienced. The result is a fixed controller that on average works as the ideal clairvoyant
time-varying controller that knows future deadline hits and misses. We obtain a safe estimate of the
hit and miss events using the scenario theory, that allows us to provide probabilistic guarantees.
The paper analyzes controllers implemented using the Logical Execution Time paradigm and three
different strategies to handle deadline miss events: killing the job, letting the job continue but
skipping the next activation, and letting the job continue using a limited queue of jobs. Experimental
results show that our design proposal – i.e., exploring the space where deadlines can be missed and
handled with different strategies – greatly outperforms classical control design techniques.
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1

Introduction

Controllers are often executed alongside other tasks in a real-time platform, demanding that
the scheduler ensures the timely execution of both the controller and the real-time workload
that the platform should execute. Controllers can be designed taking into account resource
limitations and scheduling constraints [16, 55, 54].
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DMAC: Deadline-Miss-Aware Control

Studying the optimal design of a control task to be run alongside a given real-time workload
can be considered an instance of the general problem of composability. Composability is the
capability to integrate new functionalities into a preexisting system. This issue is particularly
relevant in the automotive field, where the production of new vehicles requires a tight coupling
of new software together with legacy code, with minimal adjustment of the original structure.
In general, adding a new control task to a given taskset implies combining requirements
that come from both control theory and real-time implementation. These requirements
are different and often conflicting. As an example, selecting a high execution rate for the
controller improves the control performance, but at the same time limits the guarantees
on the timely completion of the control task code and forces the engineers to take into
account overruns [13, 41]. Moreover, minimizing the monetary cost of the final system is an
ever-present priority and over-provisioning resources is usually not a viable solution.
Timing constraints in real-time systems are modeled as deadlines, i.e., a threshold that the
execution time of each task instance (job) should respect. We refer to a job that successfully
completes its execution before the corresponding deadline as a deadline hit event. If the
job could not terminate its execution before that deadline instant, we say that it missed its
deadline. In hard real-time systems, missing a deadline has been always seen as a risk that
must be avoided, with possibly catastrophic consequences. In reality, a limited number of
deadline misses is an acceptable condition for many cyber-physical and control systems, since
well-designed controllers often expose intrinsic robustness to timing non-idealities. Recently,
researchers have then tried to formally relax deadline constraints, introducing the weakly
hard real-time system paradigm [7] to describe the case where tasks are allowed to miss a
limited number of deadlines. However, often control engineers lack information about the
timing behavior of the control task and the taskset structure. Understanding how a control
loop behaves under deadline misses may open the door to new and better control designs.
Inspired by this challenge, in this paper we tackle the problem of designing a controller
for a generic physical plant, while exploring a range of periods which have historically been
avoided for co-design: we are here interested in those period values that are shorter than
the worst-case response time of the task, thus neglecting the common hypothesis of hard
deadlines. Our design problem is to run the controller alongside a preexisting taskset. Tasks
are described with probabilistic execution times, ranging from a best case to a (rare) worst
case value. By leveraging the flexibility of robust control design techniques, we here propose
a novel method for creating an optimal fixed controller, the Deadline-Miss-Aware Control
(DMAC), which can be implemented in a real-time task that may miss some deadlines.
The DMAC design takes into account how the controlled system behaves when different
patterns of hit and missed deadlines occur. For robustness, DMAC considers a safe (pessimistic) probability of deadline miss events. Lack of scalability impedes the computation
of deadline miss probabilities analytically. However, bounds are extremely pessimistic and
would not aid the control design method. To overcome this limitation, we obtain an estimate
of deadline miss occurrence simulating the schedule execution, drawing execution times (for
all the tasks) from the corresponding probability distributions. A robust control tool, the
scenario theory [11], provides the means to select the worst-case sequence of misses and hits
from the simulations. Leveraging the scenario theory, our approach allows us to provide
probabilistic guarantees for worst-case conditions both in terms of the probability of not
having taken into account conditions that will eventually manifest, and in terms of the design
confidence. We obtain a controller which is optimal and robust to worst-case conditions.
The analysis presented in this paper considers three different strategies for handling
deadline misses: kill the job that missed the deadline, let it continue and skip the next
job, or let all jobs continue until completion, but limiting the ready queue to the most
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recently activated among the pending jobs (in addition to completing the one that missed
the deadline). We implement the controller following the Logical Execution Time (LET)
paradigm [28]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to design an optimal
controller for a real-time system that is aware of deadline misses and miss-handling strategies.

2

Methodology

The aim of DMAC is to provide the first control synthesis method that is robust both with
respect to deadline misses and with respect to the strategy used to handle them. Our control
design leverages knowledge of the probability that different sequences of deadline hits and
misses may occur, and produces a fixed controller that is (on average) optimal with respect
to a defined cost function. We obtain such knowledge by formulating a chance constrained
optimization problem in a probabilistic framework, and obtaining guarantees on both the
probability of neglecting important information and the confidence in the design.

2.1

Overview and Terminology

We present here an overview of the approach adopted for the control design and evaluation.
For the application of the approach we rely on the following input data:
ε: The user selects a defined value of ε, that represents a worst case bound on the
probability of carrying out the control design operations neglecting important information.
We rely on the generation of sequences of deadline hits and misses, from which we select
the worst case and design our controller to be robust with respect to such worst case.
While ε can be selected to be as small as possible, we still need to accept a certain
small probability that the next generated sequence would be worse than the worst case
generated up to the current one.
1 − β: The user selects a value for the confidence that one can have in the probabilistic
guarantee that the approach is providing. The value of 1 − β is determined together with
the value of ε, to indicate that the approach is based on a confidence 1 − β that the
probability ε is the true probability of missing important information.
Γ: The taskset that our design is targeting. We assume that additional (hard real-time)
load is run alongside the controller task.
njob : Our control design is based on extracting timing behavior from simulations of a
certain number of control jobs. The length of the sequences used for the controller design
can be chosen depending on physical parameters, for example assuming that after a
certain number of jobs the controller has settled. We recommend to select a value that
contains at least a few hyperperiods, to capture chain effects if they happen.
Jseq : The cost function that is used to evaluate the produced sequences to select the
worst-case sequence for the controller design.
ξ: The strategy used to handle a deadline miss. We consider three different strategies:
killing the job that missed the deadline, letting it continue and skipping the next job, or
letting it continue and enqueuing the next job (up to a maximum of one enqueued job at
any point in time).
Jctl : The cost function that is used to evaluate the controller behavior and compare the
different deadline miss handling strategies.
Figure 1 visually shows the different steps, inputs and outputs. As shown in the figure,
our approach feeds the probability bounds (ε and 1 − β) to the “Scenario Theory” [11]
block. The scenario theory is used in control for the design of robust controllers to handle
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Figure 1 Approach Overview.

uncertainty that is a priori unpredictable in the disturbance values and in the system model.
In this paper we reinterpret the scenario results to enable a control synthesis strategy that
uses deadline hits and misses information and provides (probabilistic) guarantees.
The scenario theory is a formal tool that determines how to analyze experimental data.
In particular, we schedule our taskset extracting execution times from the corresponding
probability distributions that are known in the Γ taskset. The theory provides us with
information on how many experiments (scheduling simulations) we should execute in order
for the probability that unforeseen circumstances are worse than the gathered data to be
lower or equal to ε with confidence 1 − β. We denote the number produced by the scenario
theory with nsim . For each of the nsim experiments, we randomly sample the probability
distributions of the task execution times, to generate a set Ω = {ω1 , . . . , ωnsim } scheduling
sequences, in which the control task executes for njob times, using strategy ξ to handle the
deadline misses. Using our scheduler, we record sequences of deadline hits and misses.
We evaluate each of these sequences with a cost function Jseq , identifying the worst
sequence ω∗ , from the control perspective. From this sequence we extract the probability
of deadline hits and misses for each of the njob instances of the control task and the joint
probability distribution for each sequence of hits and misses needed for the control design.
The controller synthesis block uses the extracted information for the control strategy design.
The generated controller is then evaluated when the taskset is executed and the controller
is connected to the real plant, using a cost function Jctl , which allows us to compare the
performance of different deadline management strategies. We can then determine the best
deadline management strategy and control period for the system under analysis.
As output of our approach we obtain y, the evaluation of each tested strategy ξ for the
specific problem. As a by-product, we also obtain the set of sequences Ω. If we are not
satisfied with our controller behavior, we can analyze the set of sequences to understand how
to improve the control performance (i.e., for example optimize a certain task in the taskset).

Paper Organization
In the following, Section 3 discusses the model used for both the plant and the taskset,
and Section 4 describes the behavior of the system using different deadline miss handling
strategies. Section 5 presents the control design approach. In Section 6 we present the
framework that we use to obtain probabilistic information about the scheduler behavior, and
the scenario theory. In Section 7 we show our experimental setup and the evaluation criteria,
and present our results. Section 8 discusses related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.
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System Model and Problem Definition

This section introduces the models used in the paper. Section 3.1 describes the model of the
taskset executing on the hardware. Section 3.2 discusses the models of plant and control
task. Finally, Section 3.3 introduces the three strategies used to handle deadline misses.

3.1

Taskset Model

In this paper, a real-time workload Γ is defined as the union of a (given) set of generic hard
real-time periodic tasks, plus a real-time control task τd , which is the target of our design, i.e.,
S
Γ = Γ0 {τd }. In this description, Γ0 is a set of NT periodic tasks, i.e., Γ0 = {τ1 , τ2 . . . , τNT }
and τd is an additional periodic task that contains our controller operation. We assume
that each task τi is independent from the others and released synchronously at a given
starting instant. The tasks are scheduled using a fixed priority scheduling policy (e.g. Rate
Monotonic) with preemption, and the indexing reflects their priority ordering, i.e. τi has
higher priority than τj if i < j. In our design problem, τd is the task with the lowest priority.
Each task is characterized by a tuple of parameters, τi = (Ci , fiC , Di , Ti ). Here, Ci is a
random variable that represents the task execution time, while fiC (c) is its probability density
function, i.e. ∀c ∈ N, fiC (c) = P{Ci = c}; Di and Ti are deterministic values, representing
respectively the task deadline and period. In accordance with the literature on real-time
applications for control systems, task periods are chosen among a limited set of possible
values, typically related to physical requirements of the control task [32, 39].
For each task τi , we consider a discrete probability distribution Ci with Ni integer values,
ranging between a Best Case Execution Time (BCET) Cimin and a Worst Case Execution
Time (WCET) Cimax . Furthermore, we consider tasks that behave well in most cases, i.e.,
tasks whose probability density functions are skewed towards lower values. In fact, while our
approach can be applied to systems with generic probability density functions, we want to
capture tasks which experience occasional faulty conditions. This choice is in agreement with
most works that analyze execution time distributions for real-time tasks [53]. We will generally
PNT max
refer to the utilization of taskset Γ0 as the worst-case utilization, i.e. UΓ0 = i=1
(Ci /Ti ).
We denote each periodic instance of τi ∈ Γ with the term job, and define it as Ji,k , with
k = 1, 2, . . . representing the job index and i representing the task index. For every job
Ji,k , ai,k denotes the activation instant, and ai,k+1 − ai,k = Ti . Since we are considering
synchronous release conditions, ∀i, ai,0 = 0 holds. In the following, Ri,k represents the
random discrete variable that models the response time of Ji,k . The Worst Case Response
Time (WCRT) of task τi is denoted as RiW and computed with standard techniques [33], by
considering the condition where every task experiences its WCET. Similarly, the Best Case
Response Time (BCRT) [43] is introduced as RiB and computed considering that every job
executes with its BCET. Finally, in this work all tasks τi in Γ0 are schedulable, i.e. RiW ≤ Di
for each τi . However, this hypothesis will not be required for τd . We will only assume that
at least one job of τd respects its deadline, i.e. RdB ≤ Dd .

3.2

Plant and Controller Model

The plant to be controlled by τd is described as a linear time invariant, multi-input multioutput system in continuous time. In line with standard assumptions, we assume the plant
to be controllable and the state to be fully measurable. The plant dynamics is described as
ẋ(t) = Ac x(t) + Bc uc (t) + vc (t).

(1)
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Figure 2 Plant and controller with time-triggered sampler and hold devices.

In Equation (1), every element in bold represents a vector, while Ac and Bc are the constant
matrices that encode the dynamic evolution of the system. The term x(t) denotes the system
state vector and ẋ(t) its time derivative. The term uc (t) is the vector that contains the
control signals. The vector vc (t) represents the plant disturbance, modeled as white noise
with known covariance matrix Rc . The goal of the control is to minimize a cost function,
defined as the mean value of a quadratic function of the state vector and the control vector:
Z

Jctl = E
xT(t)Q1c x(t) + ucT(t)Q2c uc (t) .
(2)
Here, E indicates the expected value, while Q1c and Q2c are constant positive semidefinite
matrices and design parameters of the controller. They represent the trade-off between
regulating x(t) to zero and the cost of using the control signal uc (t). This cost function is
used both as a controller design objective and for performance evaluation of the control task.
The plant is connected to the controller via time-triggered sampler and hold devices as
shown in Figure 2. The behavior of these devices can be modeled as a dedicated task that
reads and writes data with zero execution time and highest priority. The plant state is
sampled every Td time units, implying x(tk ) = x(kTd ). The control job Jd,k is released at
the same instant, i.e. ad,k = kTd , and the sensor data x(tk ) is immediately available to it.
Based on the state measurement, the controller computes the feedback control action u(tk ).
As an hypothesis, our control task τd executes under the Logical Execution Time paradigm.
Indeed, the job Jd,k computes the control output using x(tk ) but makes it available to the
actuator only at the first deadline instant after the termination of its execution. The control
actuation is then held constant until the next update. This means that, if all jobs finish
before their deadline, the following equation holds:
uc (t) = u(tk ),

ad,k + Dd ≤ t < ad,k+1 + Dd .

(3)

The execution time of the control task τd is given as a random variable with known probability
density function, and is treated equivalently to any other task in Γ0 . On the contrary, the
deadline Dd and period Td of the control task τd are part of the design. Being a LET task,
we restrict our analysis to the implicit deadline case (Dd = Td ), although in principle the
approach in the paper can be applied to other relative deadlines (and corresponding output
times). We further assume that the execution time properties of the controller do not change
with different periods and different controller parameters (since only the values of some
parameter are modified but the operations done by the control task are the same).
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In the paper, τd is not treated as a hard-deadline task. On the contrary, we actively look
for those values of Td such that the resulting task may miss some deadline with probability
greater than zero, but still being able to guarantee a good control performance. This is to
increase the system utilization, and consolidate workload on one single core. In Section 5, we
present how to properly characterize the timing behavior of the controller and its synthesis.
I Remark 3.1. In this paper, we work under the assumption that τd is the task with the lowest
priority. If other tasks with priority lower than τd do exist, the design proposed hereafter is
still valid in principle, since those tasks cannot interfere with τd . However, if this is the case,
the range of possible values of Td should be tied with the schedulability guarantees for the
lower priority tasks. We reserve to analyze this more general case as a future work.

3.3

Handling Deadline Misses

In classic control design, the control task behavior is assumed to be strictly periodic, or at
least periodic with limited reponse time jitter [16]. To provide an implementation enforcing
periodicity for a controller on a real-time platform, one usually selects a period for the control
task that is greater or equal than the task’s WCRT. This approach is safe but can be very
pessimistic. In fact, WCRT conditions may be extremely rare. Selecting the period with the
mentioned constraint could limit the achievable control performance, since longer sampling
periods in general mean worse disturbance rejection and smaller stability margins [15].
The approach presented in this paper explores the possibility of designing a control task
with periods smaller than its WCRT, i.e., Td < RdW , thus greatly extending the design space.
We remark that, with Td ≥ RdW there are no deadline misses, and standard approaches for
the control design can be used [29, 4, 55].
Choosing Td < RdW implies the risk that the control task will miss some deadlines. A
deadline miss is a timing violation that can produce unbounded response times, due to
self-pushing [47], and therefore it should be properly handled. In this work, we consider
three different strategies to handle deadline misses, that have previously been explored in the
control community [13]: (i) to kill the job that has not completed at the deadline, (ii) to let
the current job continue but skip the next job(s), and (iii) to let the job continue, placing
the next job(s) in a queue of length one. In more detail, these strategies behave as follows:
Kill: A control job that is not able to terminate within its deadline is dropped at the
deadline instant. When a job is killed, its (partial) computation is discarded and no
output is produced. We assume that this dropping mechanism has negligible overhead
and internal states of the controller are not altered by the partial computation.
Skip-Next: A control job that is not able to terminate within its deadline is allowed
to continue until completion. However, whenever the active job exceeds a deadline, the
next instance of the control job is not activated (skipped). This is based on the idea that
completing a job that has already started is preferred to starting a new one and incurring
the risk that the computation runs longer than the deadline again.
Queue(1): A control job that is not able to complete its execution within its deadline is
allowed to continue its execution, while the following jobs are put in a queue that can
contain a single element. Thus, at the activation of a new job, if there is already an active
instance, the new job is enqueued, overwriting the currently existing job in the queue.
Only the most recently arrived job is stored in the queue and is activated as soon as the
current job completes.
An example of a schedule under the three strategies is presented in Figure 3, where the
odd jobs are shown in dark gray, while the even jobs are shown in light gray. With the Kill
strategy, the first job is killed at its deadline, before completing its execution. With the
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ad,1
Kill

ad,2

ad,3

ad,4

•

•

Skip-Next

•

Queue(1)
time
Figure 3 Schedule example using the three proposed strategies to handle deadline misses. Those
jobs that missed a deadline (or are skipped) are marked with a red cross on their deadline, while a
green dot identifies deadline hit events.

other two strategies, the job is given additional time in the second period, and is therefore
able to complete, albeit running over time. With the Skip-Next strategy, the second job is
not started, since there is an active control job that has not terminated its computation.
With the Queue(1) strategy, the second job also runs over time, due to interference. In
general, the Kill and Skip-Next strategies avoid self-interference conditions. This is not true
for the Queue(1) strategy. However, Queue(1) may be seen as a particular case of finite
buffer strategy [1], where the freshest job of the queue is always preferred, discarding the old
one that has not yet started. This choice helps reducing the amount of self-interference and
avoids unbounded response times. In practice, a job that is delayed more than one period by
self-interference is skipped and the next one is put in the ready queue.
A sequence of consecutive control jobs may contain a certain number of jobs that are not
actively contributing to the actuation u(t). This happens either with jobs that are terminated
before completing their execution (killed) or with jobs not executed at all (skipped). For
those jobs, a proper response time value may not be defined. Moreover, under Queue(1)
strategy, it may happen that the output of a job which completes its execution after missing
one or more deadlines is overwritten by the next job, if the latter completes before the same
deadline. We therefore define the set of jobs that produce an output control that is actually
provided to the physical plant, as the set of valid control jobs.
I Definition 3.2 (Valid control job). A valid control job ν is a job that successfully completes
its execution and whose generated output is not overwritten before the next deadline instant.
For each time interval [0, t), we show that is possible to extract the ordered sequence of
v valid jobs, defined as S = {ν1 , ν2 , ..., νv } (where the index does not count the passing of
time) and the relation v ≤ dt/Td e trivially holds. The sequence of valid jobs depends on the
strategy used to handle deadline misses, and will be described in Section 4. Our control
design should be robust not only to the possibility of missing deadlines, but also to the
different pattern of delays that are produced depending on the strategy used to handle the
miss event. In the following section, we discuss how this affects the control task behavior.

4

Controller Behavior with Deadline Misses

In theory, choosing a shorter period allows the discrete-time controller to achieve better
control performance [5]. However, real-time constraints become harder to satisfy, due to
the increased interference from higher priority tasks. Since we are targeting periods shorter
than the WCRT, the probability of missing a deadline for the control task is greater than
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Figure 4 Example of delay and hold values for Skip-Next strategy.

zero. A controller designed with standard techniques and subject to overrun may still display
some intrinsic robustness when experiencing occasional deadline misses [13, 41]. However,
the controller performance depends strongly on the deadline miss handling strategy, and
may become unacceptable when the probability of missing a deadline is too high. Here we
analyze the timing properties of a control task subject to deadline misses. We show that
only two parameters are needed to fully characterize the miss impact. We build the rules for
computing them and extract the sequence of valid control jobs.

4.1

Defining Delay and Hold

Missed deadlines invalidate one of the basic hypothesis of control theory, which is the
periodicity of the output pattern [41]. In this work, we exploit the knowledge of deadline
misses directly in the control design step. For this purpose, we need to characterize how
deadline misses affect the control performance. We fully describe the effect of deadline misses
of LET-based controllers with two parameters, named respectively delay and hold interval.
I Definition 4.1 (Delay σk ). The delay σk experienced by a control job Jd,k is defined as the
time interval between the activation instant of the job ad,k and the instant where its control
output is made available to the actuator.
In other words, the delay σk represents the time from sampling the plant state until
updating the control signal. Using the above formulation, σk can only be properly defined
for jobs that correctly complete their execution: if a job is killed or skipped, no delay
information can be extracted, since its computation does not properly finish. We will refer
to this condition as an undefined delay, represented with the symbol ∞. From a control
perspective, the delay experienced by each (completed) job must be compensated accordingly
by a predictor that computes the expected state at the output instant (tk + σk ), using the
knowledge of the current state x(tk ) and the control output(s) active in that time span.
I Definition 4.2 (Hold interval hk ). Given a control output computed by Jd,k and available
at the actuator for the first time at tk + σk , the hold interval hk is the time interval between
tk + σk and the first instant where a new control output is made available.
In other words, the hold interval hk indicates the lifetime of the control signal computed
by the k-th controller job and thus represents the time interval in which the computed control
signal is held constant. Similarly to the delay, the definition of hk is meaningful only for jobs
that correctly complete their execution. If job Jd,k is killed or skipped, the hold interval
is undefined and will be represented with the symbol ∞. Moreover, if job Jd,k correctly
completes its execution, but its output is overwritten by the output of job Jd,k+1 before
being used, we will assign a hold value hk = 0. Figure 4 shows an example of delay and hold
intervals for a sequence of four jobs using the Skip-Next strategy.
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4.2

Computing Delay and Hold

Under ideal timing conditions – i.e., when all the deadlines of the control task are hit – the
control signal produced in one period is always applied in the next period. The controller
should thus compensate for a fixed delay σk = Td . In this situation, the delay and hold have
the same value and they are often not even defined as two different parameters. However,
when considering deadline misses, σk and hk may assume different values. Figure 4 shows
one such example, where σk = 1 Td , hk = 2 Td , σk+1 = 2 Td , and hk+1 = 1 Td .
The potential differences between the delay and hold values have several consequences
for the control design. First, a predictor designed for a one period delay may produce a
value that is incorrect for longer delays. Second, a control signal calculated for a short hold
interval could be too aggressive if applied in longer intervals. Lastly, the resulting delay–hold
pattern may change across multiple control activations and depends heavily on the deadline
miss handling strategy that has been chosen.
Computing the values of σk and hk for each Jd,k in a schedule is then crucial for the
control design process. In fact, knowing in advance the values of delay and hold interval
of each job, enables the design of an optimal time-varying controller, that for each control
job selects how to compensate the particular combination of σ and h for the current and
following jobs. This however would require a clairvoyant controller, that is not practically
realizable. Here we extract the possible pairs (σk , hk ) that may happen in a given scheduling
sequence, and their associated probability, to design a fixed controller that behaves as close
as possible to the ideal unrealizable one. We discuss the controller synthesis in Section 5.
Knowing σk and hk for a given job Jd,k , it is also possible to determine whether the k-th
control job is valid. This corollary follows from the definition of delay and hold interval:
I Corollary 4.3. A job Jd,k is valid if and only if it is possible to define both its delay σk and
hold interval hk (i.e., they are finite numbers) and if the hold interval is greater than zero.
As a consequence, the pairs (σk , hk ) can be leveraged to extract the set of ordered valid
jobs, which are the ones effectively used for building the controller. We now discuss how to
compute σk and hk for each Jd,k with the different miss-handling strategies. First of all, it is
worth noting that the definition of σk is strictly related to the notion of response time of job
Jd,k . In fact, the control output computed by Jd,k is dispatched to the actuator at the first
control activation (i.e. the closest incoming deadline) that follows the termination of Jd,k .
The delay σk of Jd,k can then be computed (for each strategy) as follows:

σk =

dRd,k /Td e Td
∞

if Jd,k completes
otherwise.

(4)

Trivially, the maximum value for σk is σ̄ = dRW
d /Td eTd . While extracting σk requires only
the knowledge of Jd,k , in order to compute the value of the hold interval hk it is necessary
to know the behavior of the control jobs executing after Jd,k , until the release of a new
control update. In practice, this means that only a finite number of sub-sequences needs to
be checked for characterizing all possible combinations of (σk , hk ). Below, the equations for
computing hk for each strategy are presented in detail.

4.2.1

Hold Interval with Kill Strategy

Using the Kill strategy, the control job either finishes within one period or it is killed at
its deadline. An arbitrary sequence of deadline misses may happen between two jobs that
complete successfully. Denoting with λk,Kill the number of consecutive jobs that miss their
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deadline after Jd,k , the hold interval associated to Jd,k is computed according to

hk =

(λk,Kill + 1) · Td
∞

if Jd,k completes
otherwise (if Jd,k is killed).

If Jd,k has been killed, hk is not defined. Note that if some weakly hard constraint is known
for τd , the values of λk,Kill to check may be upperbounded with the maximum possible
number of consecutive deadline misses of that task.

4.2.2

Hold Interval with Skip-Next Strategy

Using the Skip-Next strategy, no new job may be activated while the active one is executing.
Denoting with λk,Skip-Next the number of skipped jobs that directly follows Jd,k , the hold
interval of a job Jd,k can then be computed as

hk =

σk+1+λk,Skip-Next
∞

if Jd,k completes
otherwise (Jd,k is skipped).

If Jd,k is skipped, hk is not defined. Intuitively, this means that for the Skip-Next strategy,
the hold value of one completed job is equal to the delay of the subsequent job that completes
(i.e., of the next valid job). In the example of Figure 4, job Jd,k terminates correctly, while
Jd,k+1 does not complete before its deadline. Jd,k+2 is then skipped. The hold value hk is
therefore equal to the delay σk+1 which is 2 Td since the job has an overrun. The hold value
hk+1 is equal to the delay of the next completed job Jd,k+3 , i.e., hk+1 = σk+3 = Td . The
values that λk,Skip-Next may assume are upperbounded by dRdW /Td e − 1.

4.2.3

Hold Interval with Queue(1) Strategy

Using the Queue(1) strategy, if a job misses its deadline, two scenarios may happen: it
completes before the deadline of Jd,k+1 , or it finishes later, then some of the subsequent jobs
is skipped. In both those cases, however, the instant where the control output is published to
the actuator falls exactly one period (Td ) after the activation of the next valid job. Denoting
with λk,Queue(1) the number of (eventually) skipped jobs that directly follows Jd,k , the hold
value hk for job Jd,k is computed as follows:

hk =




σk+1
σk+1+λk,Queue(1) − Td

∞

if Jd,k hits its deadline
if Jd,k misses its deadline
otherwise (skipped).

If Jd,k is skipped because it is removed from the queue due to a subsequent activation, hk is
not defined. Note that if Jd,k misses and Jd,k+1 hits its deadline – i.e., if both the k-th and
the k + 1-th control jobs complete before during the k + 1-th period – then σk+1 − Td = 0,
and the control signal produced by Jd,k is never actuated. Finally, values of λk,Queue(1) are
upperbounded by d(RdW − Td )/Td e − 1.

5

Synthesis of Deadline-Miss-Aware Controllers

Standard digital control design assumes that samples are taken regularly and that there is a
(most likely known and constant) delay from sampling to actuation [5]. When deadlines are
missed, the actual hold and delay intervals will deviate from the assumed values, as explained
in the previous section. This control jitter leads to degraded performance, and, in extreme
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Figure 5 Example of ψ1n and ψ2n .

cases, even to instability of the control loop [16]. With some knowledge about the jitter,
however, it is possible to synthesize a controller that partially compensates for the timing
irregularities. We outline two variants of our Deadline-Miss-Aware Control designs below.

5.1

Clairvoyant Controller Synthesis

The controlled system evolution can be derived by sampling the plant only at the update
instants of each valid job νn , i.e. at the time where the control output produced by νn is
provided to the actuator. With a slight abuse of notation we will refer hereafter to the
pair of delay and hold relative to νn as (σn , hn ), while its activation instant is an . The
update instant of the control output produced by νn can then be defined as tn = an + σn .
Moreover, the relation tn+1 = tn + hn trivially holds. For each valid control job νn in
sequence S = {ν1 , ν2 , ..., νv }, the state evolution can be calculated as
x(tn+1 ) = x(tn + hn ) = A(hn )x(tn ) + B(hn )u(tn ) + v(tn ),

(5)

where x(tn ) is the state measurement sampled at time tn , u(tn ) the control output released
at time tn , and v(tn ) a discrete-time model of the plant disturbance. The discrete matrices A
and B are sampled from Ac and Bc of (1), respectively, with the step hn . It is worth noting
that different matrices A(hn ) and B(hn ) are created, depending on the possible values of hn .
In fact, a system described in this way behaves as a switched-linear system [48]. Computing
the matrices can be done with standard procedures for sampled-data systems [5].
If the timing behavior of all jobs was completely known in advance, we would be able to
design, by looking offline at the schedule, an optimal time-varying controller that minimizes
the cost function (2). We call this a clairvoyant controller. The optimal control signal to be
applied in the hold interval hn is given by
u(tn ) = −Ln x(tn ),

(6)


where the sequence of feedback gain matrices Ln  are obtained
as the solution to a

time-varying Riccati equation involving the sequences A(hn ) , B(hn ) , and the sampled
equivalents of the cost matrices Q1c and Q2c . The feedback matrices can be calculated
off-line and stored in a table for on-line use.
The control law (6) cannot be implemented as it stands, though. The control action must
be computed based on a state measurement that is σn time units old. Hence the controller
must also predict the state from time tn − σn to tn . Note however that in the time interval
between tn − σn and tn , the control actuation may not be constant, thus a slightly different
modeling is needed. We will refer to the estimate of the state as x̂, which is computed as
x̂(tn ) = A(σn )x(tn − σn ) + A(ψ1n )B(ψ2n )u(tn−2 ) + B(ψ1n )u(tn−1 ).

(7)
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Here, ψ1n represents the time interval in [tn − σn , tn ] when the control actuation of the
previous valid job u(tn−1 ) is held constant, while ψ2n is the (possible) interval where u(tn−2 )
is active. For the sake of clarity, an example is shown in Figure 5. An operative procedure
for computing ψ1n and ψ2n is given as follows:
ψ1n = an + σn − (an−1 + σn−1 ),

5.2

ψ2n = an−1 + σn−1 − an .

(8)

Robust Controller Synthesis

The clairvoyant controller has two drawbacks. First of all, it relies on exact knowledge of the
execution of the system, ahead of time. This is only possible in very special circumstances.
The other drawback is that it is time varying, which is more complicated to implement and
requires extra memory to store the time-varying feedback gain and prediction matrices. A
more realistic approach is instead to design a fixed, robust controller, based on the statistical
properties of the system.
Again starting from the sampled system description (5), we can instead solve a stochastic
Riccati equation [38] based on the possible values of A(hn ) and B(hn ) and their relative
frequency in the schedule during the execution of the system. The control law is then
u(tn ) = −L̄ x(tn ),

(9)

where L̄ is a fixed gain matrix obtained from the solution to the stochastic Riccati equation
(
T 
 
)
A(hn )T
A(hn )T
Q1 (hn )
Q12 (hn )
X̄ = E
S̄
+
B(hn )T
B(hn )T
Q12 (hn )T Q2 (hn )
S̄ = X̄11 − L̄T X̄22 L̄
−1 T
L̄ = X̄22
X̄12 .

This would be the optimal fixed-gain control law if the matrices A(hn ) and B(hn ) were
random and independent from job to job. In reality, there is time dependence between the
hold intervals due to the scheduling algorithm, and the control law is hence only sub-optimal.
The predictor (7) must also be modified to work with statistics rather than known-ahead
values. The state can be predicted using expected value calculations as
x̂(tn ) = E {A(σn )} x(tn − σn ) + E {A(ψ1n )B(ψ2n )} u(tn−2 ) + E {B(ψ1n )} u(tn−1 ). (10)
Again, the predictor will only be sub-optimal due to the time-dependence induced by the
scheduling algorithm.

5.3

Controller Synthesis Example

The synthesis methods presented above are illustrated in a simple control example, which
was used to evaluate the performance of a standard (non-deadline-miss-aware) controller
under various overrun strategies in [13]. The plant to be controlled is an integrator process
described by the parameters Ac = 0, Bc = 1, Q1c = 1, Q2c = 0.1 and Rc = 1. The plant is
controlled by a control task with stochastic execution times, executing alone in a CPU. The
execution time may assume value equal to 1 s with probability 0.8, or uniformly distributed
in the interval (1, 2] with combined probability 0.2. For periods ranging between 1 and 2, we
compare the resulting performance under the Kill, Skip-Next, and Queue(1) strategies in
Figure 6. Since Jctl is defined as a cost, lower values in the graph mean better performance.
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Figure 6 Control synthesis example: single task with deadline misses.

For each configuration, a standard controller (designed assuming no missed deadlines), a
robust controller, and a clairvoyant controller are designed, and the performance of each
controller, measured in terms of the cost function (2), is evaluated using JitterTime [14]
in a simulation of 100,000 jobs. It can be noted that there is a strict ordering from the
worst performance under standard control to the best performance under clairvoyant control,
as expected. This means that designing control strategies that take into account deadline
misses is beneficial in all cases. The DMAC design does not achieve the optimal cost that
the clairvoyant design is able to achieve, but systematically beats classical control design due
to its delay and hold compensation.
As the period is decreased from 2 to lower values, the Kill and Queue(1) strategies
initially behave similarly, with decreasing cost. In fact, in the case of a miss followed by a
deadline hit, the Kill and Queue(1) strategies have the same behavior (since the output of
the late-completed job under Queue(1) is overwritten by the completion of the next one).
Skip-Next initially has an increase in cost due to the waste of resources when a very small
overrun leads to a whole period being skipped. For smaller task periods, Queue(1) suffers
performance degradation and even instability (Jctl → ∞) due to the lag introduced by the
queuing. The Kill and Skip-Next strategies perform the best at Td = 1, with very similar
results for this example.
It should be noted that the results are problem dependent, and it is hard to judge whether
Kill or Skip-Next works the best in general. In all examples, however, we have found that
better performance can be achieved by shortening the period and allowing a few deadline
misses. Some tests that include higher-priority tasks Γ0 are presented later in Section 7.

6

Stochastic Analysis

Section 5 introduced a control design technique that exploits information about the probability
of sequences of deadline hits and misses for the control job. Here, we provide a framework to
robustly estimate these probabilities, and at the same time preserve a pessimistic bound that
allows us to mitigate the effect of worst-case conditions. We formulate the estimation problem
as a chance-constrained optimization problem [37], i.e., an optimization problem where we
look for the probabilities of different sequences of hits and misses given the worst-case
realization of the uncertainty inherently present in the taskset execution.
Analytical approaches extracting the probability of hits and misses for a schedule of jobs
are either extremely pessimistic [17] or have a high computational complexity [51]. This
limits the applicability of these techniques in non-trivial cases. Moreover, there are few works
dealing with joint probabilities of consecutive jobs, like [49], but they still lack of scalability.
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To handle the scalability issue, we adopt a simulation-based approach, backed up by the
scenario theory [11], that empirically performs the uncertainty characterization, and provides
formal guarantees on the robustness of the resulting estimation. The scenario theory allows
us to exploit the fact that simulating the taskset execution (with statistical significance) is
less computationally expensive than an analytical approach that incurs into the problem of
combinatorial explosion of the different possible uncertainty realizations. In practice, this
means that we: (i) sample the execution times from the probability distributions specified
for each task, fiC (c), (ii) schedule the tasks, checking the resulting set of sequences Ω, and
(iii) find the worst-case sequence ω∗ based on the chosen cost function. The probabilities
of sequences of hits and misses are then computed based on this sequence, and used in the
design of the controller to be robust with respect to the sequence. We use the scenario theory
to quantify, according to the number of extracted samples, the probability ε of not having
extracted the true worst-case sequence and the confidence in the process 1 − β. Scenario
theory has for example found use in the management of energy storage[20].

6.1

Scenario Theory

The scenario theory has been developed in the field of robust control to provide robustness
guarantees for convex optimization problems in presence of probabilistic uncertainty. In these
problems, accounting for all the possible uncertainty realization might be achieved analytically,
but is computationally too heavy or results in pessimistic bounds. The scenario theory
proposes an empirical method in which samples are drawn from the possible realizations
of uncertainty, finding a lower bound on the number of samples. It provides statistical
guarantees on the value of the cost function with respect to the general case, provided that
the sources of uncertainty are the same.
One of the advantages of this approach is that there is no need to enumerate the uncertainty
sources, the only requirement being the possibility to draw representative samples. This
eliminates the need to make assumptions on the correlation between the probability of
deadline misses in subsequent jobs. If interference is happening between the jobs, this
interference empirically appears when the system behavior is sampled. While there is no
requirement on subsequent jobs interfering with one another, there is a requirement that
different sequences are independent (i.e., each sequence represents an execution of the entire
taskset of a given length, in the same or possibly different conditions). Taking the worst
observed case in a set of experiments, the scenario theory allows us to estimate the probability
that something worse than what is observed can happen during the execution of the system.
Specifically, for a sequence ω we define a cost function Jseq (ω), that determines when we
consider a sequence worse than another (from the perspective of the controller execution).
Denoting with µtot (ω) the total number of job skips and deadline misses that the control
task experienced in ω, and with µseq (ω) the maximum number of consecutive deadline misses
or skipped jobs in ω, we chose to use as a cost function the following expression:
Jseq (ω) = µtot (ω) µseq (ω)

(11)

to determine the worst-case sequence of hits and misses. Given a set of sequences Ω =
{ω1 , . . . ωnsim }, we select ω∗ = arg max Jseq (ω). The choice of the cost function is anyhow
ω∈Ω

not-univocal. For instance, other viable alternatives would be: (i) the number of subsequences of a given length with at least a given number of deadline misses, or (ii) the
shortest subsequence with more than a given number of deadline misses.
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6.2

Formal Guarantees

The scenario theory allows us to compute the number nsim of simulations that we need to
conduct to reach the required robustness ε and confidence 1 − β. The parameter ε is a bound
on the probability of the obtained result being wrong, i.e., on the probability that another
simulation would lead to a sequence with a higher cost function Jseq than ω∗ . The parameter
1 − β represents the confidence we have in this result, i.e., the probability of ε being an
incorrect bound. It can also be interpreted as the probability that the drawn nseq sequences
are representative enough of the whole set of possible uncertainty realizations.
Equation (12) shows the relation between the number of experiments nsim , ε and β [11].
Here, d is the number of optimization variables used for the selection. The cost function Jseq
that we defined takes as argument only a sequence ω, hence d = 1.

d−1 
X
nsim i
ε (1 − ε)nsim −i ≤ β.
i
i=0

(12)

Specifying β and ε univocally determines nsim . If β and ε are sufficiently small, we can use
the worst-case sequence for the design of the controller with high confidence.

6.3

Application and Threats to Validity

Similarly to any other empirical approach, the validity of the scenario theory depends on the
representativeness of the sampling set. In our case, for example the validity of our results
depends on the significance of the probabilistic execution time distributions for all the tasks.
Furthermore, the length of the simulations is a critical parameter. We simulate the system
for a number njob of executions of the control task. Clearly, we want to select njob to cover
an entire hyperperiod (to achieve complete analysis of the interferences between the tasks).
In practice, we want to be able to detect cascaded effects that might happen due to the
probabilistic nature of the execution times of the tasks. Some samplings could in fact make
the utilization of instances of the taskset greater than one. For this reason simulations that
include several hyperperiods should be performed. On top of that significancy with respect
the controlled of the physical system is required (since the existence of the hyperperiod is not
always guaranteed), hence the length of the simulated sequences should cover its dynamics.

7

Experimental Evaluation

This section presents and discusses the results obtained with our synthesis method. Experiments are obtained generating synthetic real-time workload. First, we generate the tasks Γ0
and τd . We then use a simulator to draw execution time realizations from the determined
probability distributions for the tasks and generate schedules and sequences of deadline hits
and miss with different deadline-miss handling strategies, according to the scenario theory
parameters. We select the worst-case sequence and use it for control design. Finally, we
test the obtained controller on the physical plant, computing the control performance Jctl .
Section 7.1 describes our experimental setup, while Section 7.2 discusses our results.

7.1

Setup

To generate the taskset, and its execution time probability distributions, our experimental
evaluation follows this procedure:
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Using the UUnifast algorithm [8], we generate an initial taskset Γ0 , composed of NT − 1
tasks and having utilization UΓ0 . We order the tasks using Rate Monotonic priority. In
the following, we show examples where NT ∈ {5, 10, 20}, and UΓ0 ∈ {0.70, 0.80}. Tasks
periods are chosen randomly from a bucket of values, ranging between 100 ms and 1000 ms,
with steps of 10 ms. The execution times generated by the UUnifast algorithm are set as
the WCETs of the tasks. All tasks in the generated task set must respect their (hard)
deadlines using the WCET values.
For each generated taskset, we build a control task τd . The control task is set to have
the lowest priority in the set. We assume that the interval of interesting periods for the
controller spans between 0.5 s and 2 s. These values are chosen according to the physical
constraints that the plant imposes (e.g., the speed of the plant dynamics). We then select
a random value for the WCET of τd , ensuring that the response time of its critical job
(which corresponds to the WCRT of τd in case no deadline is missed) is between 2 s and
2.5 s. This choice guarantees that in the interval of interest, the control task has non-zero
probability of missing at least one deadline.
For each task in the taskset we randomly choose the BCET, such that the the BCRT of τd
lies below the lower limit of 0.5 s of our interval of interest (coherently with our hypothesis
that the controller period should be higher than its BCRT). Since the execution time
probability of each task is skewed towards lower values, we expect that the probability
distribution of response times will be skewed in the same direction too. We experimented
with many values for the controller BCRT RdB . We found two representative intervals,
that show different trends and behaviors and therefore selected for visualization the cases
in which RdB ∈ [0.15, 0.25] s and RdB ∈ [0.4, 0.5] s.
For each task, we choose Ne points uniformly spaced in the interval between the task
BCET and its WCET as possible execution times. In our tests, we selected Ne = 5, but
a higher number of points does not pose any scalability issue. The probabilities for each
possible execution time have been assigned with the following heuristic: the lowest half
(rounded up) of values have assigned a probability of that cumulatively sums up to 0.75,
while the remaining sums up to 1 − 0.75 = 0.25. This choice is based on the assumption
that, realistically, the probabilities should be skewed towards the lower values.
For each period of interest Td , we evaluate the control design as follows. We use a
simulator, built in C++, to generate the sequences used for the scenario theory. We choose
 = 0.003 and β = 0.01, obtaining a value for the number of simulations equal nsim = 1533.
A number nj = 500 of control jobs has been chosen as representative temporal horizon for
our system. After choosing a target period Td for the controller in the interval [0.5, 2] s,
the simulator generates a vector of jobs activated in the time interval njob Td . Each job is
characterized by its activation instant, priority, deadline, and an execution time (drawn from
the probability distribution described above). The simulator computes the response time
and the delay σk of each control job, by using the three deadline miss strategies – i.e., Kill,
Skip-Next, Queue(1). For each sequence of control jobs the simulator computes a cost Jseq ,
weighting both the total number of deadline misses and the maximum number of consecutive
ones as shown in Equation (11).
The worst-case sequence is the input of our control design script, expressed as a vector of
delays. The Matlab control design script computes the hold interval using the rules presented
in Section 4.1, and selects the set of valid control jobs from the sequence. The average
probability of all combinations of delay and hold values are extracted from the sequence, and
used to build the DMAC controller, as shown in Section 5.2.
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Figure 7 Comparison of DMAC with different deadline miss handling strategies (average, maximum, and minimum performance) with classical control.

Finally, the performance of the controlled system, where the control update is driven by
the sequence of delays and holds from task schedule, is computed using JitterTime [14], a
simulation-based tool for analysis of control systems performance inspired by Jitterbug [34]
and TrueTime [15]. This new tool, built entirely in Matlab, is able to model transitions
between different states with variable and conditional probabilities (overcoming some of
the limitations of Jitterbug). JitterTime tests the various sequences of job schedules (with
randomly generated execution times), producing the average and worst-case performance of
the controller in terms of the cost function Jctl .

7.2

Results

We conduct some experiments to study how the control performance, defined in Equation (2),
changes when the control task period Td assumes different values in the interval of interest.
In the following, we show results obtained in different configurations. Specifically, for each
deadline miss strategy we vary: (i) the number NT of tasks in the taskset, (ii) the utilization
of Γ0 , (iii) the control task best case response time RdB , and (iv) the dynamics of the physical
plant to be controlled.
Figure 7 shows that DMAC design outperforms the classical control design (remember
that Jctl is defined as a cost, thus the lower, the better). We use the same plant as described
in Section 5.3. From left to right, the figures show the cost function Jctl obtained with
the Kill, the Skip-Next, and the Queue(1) strategy when the period Td varies. Solid lines
represent the average performance of the DMAC controller (in the nsim simulations). Dash
dotted lines show the average performance of the classical control design method. When
the period decreases, DMAC consistently and increasingly outperforms the classical design,
obtaining a lower cost function. To ensure the robustness of the DMAC controller, we also
plot the maximum and minimum cost obtained during the nsim simulations (respectively
using dashed and dotted lines). The area between the maximum and the minimum cost
(which apparently includes the average value) is narrow, validating the robustness claim.
In Figure 8 we investigate the effect of varying the number of tasks NT and the best case
response time of the control task RdB . The number of tasks does not have a dramatic effect
on any of the controllers, but the performance of a controller with the Kill strategy seem to
benefit from an increase in the number of tasks. More generally, however, the Kill strategy is
dominated by both the Skip-Next and the Queue(1) performance, that allow the design to
reach shorter periods and to lower the cost function. The Kill strategy, that was achieving
very good performance when tested with a single control task, does not handle additional
load well. In fact, the failure of the Kill strategy is due to cascaded effects – killing subsequent
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Figure 9 Control cost function varying utilization and plant dynamics.

jobs due to interference introduces long delays for the control signal, while allowing the job to
terminate anyway (as the other two strategies do) leads to better performance. The Queue(1)
and Skip-Next strategies behave similarly for both low values of RdB and high number of
tasks. However, the Queue(1) shows some local performance drop in the cases of higher RdB .
This happens when the average delay is just before the threshold of 2Td , i.e. when high
delays but few skips occur. We then conclude that Skip-Next strategy is the most robust to
both variations in the number of tasks NT and in the best case response time RdB .
We conducted an extensive amount of tests, but due to space restrictions we can only
show a limited number of additional results. Figure 9 shows the effect of increasing the
utilization of Γ0 and of changing the plant dynamics. An increase in utilization does not
change the trends that can be observed (the Kill strategy being outperformed). However,
changing the dynamics of the plant from a (marginally stable) Integrator to an (unstable)
First-Order system has a dramatic effect on the cost function. The Queue(1) strategy behaves
similarly (although better) with respect to the Kill strategy, not being able to handle short
periods. The Skip-Next strategy, on the contrary, shows robust performance with respect
to period shortening. The qualitative dependence on the plant dynamics will be explored
further in future research.
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Related Work

When designing a discrete time controller, it is fundamental to study if timing non-idealities
may occur and how much they could harm the performance of the controlled system. The
problem of analyzing the effects of late information on the system performance [31] has
raised particular interest, especially in networked systems. In fact, transmission delays and
packet drops may happen frequently when the transmission channels are heavily loaded or
noisy. These timing effects are usually characterized as independent events with Gaussian
distributions, or using worst case bounds [6]. By leveraging the knowledge of the timing
non-idealities, many works proposed solutions for assuring the stability of the system [10, 35]
and improving the control performance [44]. Sinopoli et al. [45] proposed an optimal control
design for networked system leveraging the probability of packet losses. Similarly, the problem
of designing an optimal control considering packet drops from the sensor is faced in [26]
and [50]. In [46], the authors design an adaptive control that switches between normal, abort
and skip mode depending on the delay (but which is always lower than than the period).
When dealing with controllers implemented in real-time systems, however, a different and
more complex analysis is needed. Here, the input-output delay experienced by the control flow
comes from the interference of higher priority tasks due to limited computational resources,
that may even cause some job to miss their deadlines. Unforeseen delays may be caused,
for example, by overload activations [27, 54], cache misses [22, 3] or complex interactions
between scheduling and system state [9]. In recent works, systems that experience deadline
misses are described using the so called weakly-hard model [7]. In this model, the possibility
of missing a deadline is upper-bounded by a constraint (m, K), which gives the maximum
number of deadlines m that may happen every K activation of a task. This model has proved
being suitable for studying the effects of missed deadlines on the performance of control
tasks and scheduling [42, 24]. A detailed modeling of the control performance considering
different deadline miss handling strategies is presented in [41]. The effects of missed deadlines
on system performance have been studied also using co-simulation [40]. Other works faced
the co-design problem in overloaded systems by using complex mechanisms that take into
account system stability and processor load [25, 56, 19].
In this paper, we study the effects of missed deadlines on the control performance by
describing miss and hit events in a probabilistic fashion. The urge to bound WCET estimation
and ensure timing correctness of systems led to the development of many probabilistic
modeling techniques with remarkable success when applied to real systems [12, 52, 21, 30].
In our paper we assume that the execution times of each job are assumed as independent [36, 2], but we overcome the limitation of classical approach, not requiring that response
times are modeled as independent variables. Exact methods for computing probabilistic
response times of jobs exist [23], but their major downside is that they do not scale well and
are applicable only to limited task sets and short hyperperiods. Other approaches face the
problem by extracting probabilistic bounds with various approximation techniques [17, 51, 18].
The particular case of extracting joint probabilities of successive jobs is however less studied,
and has been found e.g. in [49]. Again the work in [17] develops a bound for l-consecutive
deadline misses, but it is still insufficient for our purposes. The path chosen for our work
leverages the scenario theory approach [11] for performing a robust estimate of the hit and
miss probabilities, by simulating multiple possible schedules.
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Conclusion

This paper presented DMAC, a novel control design technique for building a fixed DeadlineMiss-Aware Controller. It also contributes with a methodology to evaluate control design
strategies in the presence of deadline misses and possible overruns. Our controller leverages the
probability of possible sequences of missed deadlines to compensate for the introduced delays.
Our experimental results show that our design obtains better performance, while (safely)
exploring period ranges that are usually avoided in state-of-the-art approaches. Moreover,
we discussed how the control performance changes with respect to different deadline miss
strategies and different taskset parameters. This paper highlights how, choosing the deadline
miss handling strategy is one of the most critical parameters in the control design.
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